
Italian AMC - The Other Producers
Read Fred's side first this month - then come back to this

discussion.
Fred has covered some of the aspects of creating the AMC

lire series. Now for the rest of the story.
Italians have been prolific counterfeiters for generations –

nothing changed in that respect just because there was a war on.
AMC lire were the first series of AMC issued, long before the war
ended, as Allied forces liberated/occupied successive areas of
Italy.

Series 1943 used very simple designs, simple enough to
invite alteration to higher denominations. Adding a zero skillful-
ly enough to deceive another user increases the face value of a
note by ten times, a good return on time invested. In most cases,
the person altering a note made no attempt to change the color
to match the correct color for a denomination. I suppose the
newness of the notes meant that many victims were not familiar
enough with the series to know what color the higher denomina-
tion note should be. For instance, see the one-lira notes raised to
ten lire (Figures 1a and 1b). The faker did not even change the
singular “lira” to the plural “lire.”
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Unfortunately Paul Garland has been gone for a very long
time. Just speaking of him dates me. Paul was a staunch paper
money promoter in the 1960s and ’70s. Possibly earlier. I first
met him in the 1970s when I was a young (new) and very eager
MPC collector.

My second mail order purchase of MPC was from Paul. I
sent him my want list which, of course, was everything that I did
not have. He responded quickly, sending me a nice selection
from my want list. In particular I remember seeing (obtaining)
for the very first time a Series 541 $10 note. It was beautiful.

Along with the notes, Paul sent a long, handwritten letter
promoting the notes that he sent. He did not need to do that. I
was going to buy them! Still, the letter was interesting. There is
a chance that I still have that letter in a file folder somewhere (in
the distant past, I filed things).

Here is what I have been getting around to. Paul told me in
that letter that MPC collecting was nice, but if I wanted a real
challenge, I would collect Allied Military Currency (AMC). As
eager as I was about those wonderful military payment certifi-
cates, I was a bit insulted. Actually, I had a little starter set of
AMC, but little did I know how much truth there was in Paul’s
comments.

It is hard to compare the two in any precise way, so let us
just say that both are really wonderful areas to collect. I have
been seriously collecting AMC for more than 40 years now. It is
a great field of study, and I still have holes in my collection.

For each column, Joe and I squabble a bit about a subject.
Actually, the problem is thinking of a subject. Usually, when we
hit on the idea it is like the light going on. This month we
decided to talk specifically about Allied military lire. This was
with the idea that we probably would make it into a (relatively)
short series on Allied military currency. Even if we do follow
through, it probably will be an interrupted series.

After we agreed, I could see that even on this very first
installment, that I may have difficulty staying on task. I will tell
you some stories about Allied military lire to be sure, but am
probably going to talk about the broader subject before narrow-
ing in on the
lire. I could
not possibly
cover the lire
from my per-
spective in
one install-
ment.

A f t e r
experiment-
ing in North
Africa in
1942 and
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Please turn to page 138 . . .

Figure 1a (top) - raised 1 lira note (left) and original example (right).
Only the extra zeros have been inserted, with no attempt to change
the wording or the color.
Figure 1b (above) - a very crude raised 1 lira note (left) with an
original 1943A 10 lire note in the correct color (black frame).

Soldier being paid with
Allied military lire.



1943, the Allies decided on some new money ideas for the inva-
sion of Italy. Basically, the Allies would create an issue of supple-
mental lire. It was variously called invasion money, spearhead
currency, occupation currency, and things like “funny money.”
Officially, and interestingly,
the money was called “supple-
mental lire.” This is an impor-
tant, if subtle term. It means
that the authorities intended
the Allied military lire to cir-
culate with the Bank of Italy
lire – not to replace it.

As a matter of practicali-
ty, the task of printing the
new money went to the
United States and ultimately
to the Bureau of Engraving
and Printing. The work
exceeded the capability of the
bureau, so a contractor was
sought to supplement (smile)
the bureau production.

Forbes Lithograph
Manufacturing Corporation
of Chelsea, Massachusetts was selected.  Forbes was a large com-
mercial printer, but as far as I can determine, it had never print-
ed any paper money. Possibly it had printed checks, but not
actual money.

The bureau designed the lire. The notes were designated
Series 1943 Allied Military Currency and had no other impor-
tant information on the faces. The materials were then shipped
over to Forbes for manufacturing part of Series 1943.

Fortunately for collectors, the Bureau and Forbes printings
can be identified. Not only can they be identified, but it is in a
unique and wonderful way! The Forbes notes are
marked with a small and hidden "F." This mark is
all too often called a mint mark, which it obvious-
ly is not. It is more correctly and often called a
printer’s mark, but there is also a seldom used,
but even better term. A colophon is a printer’s
mark!

I not only like this term, but there is even a
story about learning that term. I learned the term
from Ken Bressett (himself a former printer).
Furthermore, Ken and Neil Shafer were responsi-
ble for discovering and identifying the “F”
colophon in 1968. They published their discover-
ies in the Whitman Numismatic  Journal. Ken
reported to me that for that report he and Neil

had discussed what to call the “F,” Colophon or printer's mark?
Now we can add a small but interesting tidbit to the story.

How did the “F” get onto the notes?
Did the BEP or Forbes put it there and at whose initiative?

That is the kind of question that we would expect to never be
able to answer. Fortunately, courtesy of collector Cuneyd Tolek,
we have a partial answer.

At the end of the war, Forbes produced a large (make that
huge) book extolling the company products used in the war
effort. The book is a hand-made thing with tipped in printing
samples and photographs. Only a few could have been made.
Tolek snatched the book from eBay. In it we learned that Forbes
printed war savings stamp albums, maps, posters, and domestic
propaganda items. Also included are actual specimens of Allied
military currency issues and company photographs.

Amazingly, in this book there is a photograph of a worker
at Forbes stripping a negative of the Forbes “F” onto the nega-
tive of the entire note that had come from the BEP. The caption
describes the act and says that it was done by authority from the
BEP. Wow. I could never have dreamed of finding such precise
information on such an obscure matter.

I will make just one more comment on the Forbes notes this
time. Because of the raising of Series 1943 notes, Series 1943 was
supplemented by Series 1943A. That is all a matter of special
interest to Joe because of the fraudulent nature of raising. Let me
give one little cherry picking point. Well, a few points. Series
1943A was printed entirely by Forbes so there is no importance
to the printer's mark.

Series 1943, however, can be found in both Forbes (with
“F”) and BEP (no “F”) varieties. Overall the Forbes notes are
much more scarce. In the case of the 500, 1000 and (surprising-
ly) 10 lire notes, the Forbes printings are much more scarce and
should be grabbed when available.

There is still more to tell. I do not know if we will continue
here next time or move on before coming back to the AMC lire.

�
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Exterior photo of Forbes factory (Photo courtesy of Dick Balbaton)

Advertising card for company.

AMC lire in 
production inside Forbes
Manufacturing.
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More frequently seen are 50-lire notes raised to 500. I have
seen one or two pieces for which a yellow wash was also applied
to the blue note to turn it approximately green, the correct color
for a 500-lire piece. See figure 2.

It did not take the U.S. finance establishment long to deter-
mine that spelling out the denomination would make it harder
to accomplish this kind of simple alteration. See Figure 3 for the
new edition of the 50-lire note, now designated series 1943A.

But counterfeiting did not stop. Now the bogus notes were
made from scratch, instead of being created from lower-denomi-
nation pieces. See Figures 4 and 5 for examples of 500- and 1000
lire notes made afresh. Clearly the quality was not as good as the
products of Forbes Lithograph Corporation, but in a poorly lit
shop or when mixed with other notes of like denomination,
these notes certainly passed. They usually appear as well-circu-
lated examples, and many are known accompanied by docu-
ments from the Banca d'Italia describing the circumstances of
their confiscation as circulating counterfeits.

A surprising aspect of these “made from scratch” counter-
feits is that the counterfeiters often removed the Forbes
colophon from their plates (See Figure 6 opposite). First off,
how did they even notice it? Second, since the mark was on all
1943A notes, why did the counterfeiters remove it?

Finally, how many of them recognized it as a printer's
mark? Emmanuel Ninger (“Jim the Penman”), who hand-drew
his counterfeit U.S. notes, was known for omitting the BEP
imprint from his notes.  He said he did not want to claim credit
for another artisan’s work. Surely there was no such professional
courtesy being exercised by Italian counterfeiters in 1944.

AMC lire have also been copied for use in movies. While
there are no restrictions to such replicas related to counterfeit-
ing, it’s amusing to see how far from original notes some prop-
makers have gone to avoid being considered as counterfeiters.
See Figure 7 opposite). In the case of the 25 lire note, no such
denominations existed in the real world.

We will have more about AMC notes in future columns.

Boling continued . . .

Figure 2 - 1943 50 lire note (top) and altered example (bottom). In
this case, the original blue has been changed to a greenish-blue by
the addition of yellow.

Figure 3 - 1943A 50 lire, with the denomination in words as well as
numerals to make alteration more difficult.

Figure 4 - counterfeit 500 lire note (bottom), made from new plates
rather than alteration of an existing note.

Figure 5 - counterfeit 1000 lire note, also from new plates.
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Figure 6 - three examples of the Forbes printer’s mark on genuine Series 1943A 100, 500, and 1000 lire notes (top) with examples of the
same series as counterfeits at bottom, with the Forbes “F” removed from the images on the plates.

Figure 7 - serial number variations. At bottom is a genuine 50 lire note. The counterfeit 100 lire note bears a crude letterpress serial number
that initially appears to be typed, but is actually printed. The 500 lire note (probably stage money) has completely irregular serials. The 25
lire note (known to be stage money) has very accurate serials, but there was no 25 lire note in the originally-issued series.                           �
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